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Abstract: National rather than regional party systems are the norm in most democratic states. This has been interpreted as meaning that most voters view inter-party competition in the same way. With a high level of party system nationalisation the relative proportion of electoral support attracted by parties across all constituencies tends to be very similar although the absolute level of party support changes across elections. Sociological and institutional explanations have been used to account for party system nationalisation. Both of these explanations have generally made causal inferences using aggregate data. The link between party system nationalisation and the individual voter has not been examined in the same detail. Here this link is explored using an ecological inference analysis of vote switching. This research, using the Czech Republic as a case study, shows that the presence of high party system nationalisation evident across a pair of elections may be associated with non-uniform electoral swings. These results demonstrate that evidence of party system nationalisation should not be taken to mean that all voters view electoral choices in the same way.
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The question of why some states have a relatively small set of parties that compete across the entire territory of the state instead of having many local parties with a narrow geographical focus is an important topic. This is because in most democratic states ‘national’ rather than ‘local’ party systems are currently the norm. It has been suggested that this implies that voters view party politics and
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electoral competition in the same way, where support for local parties is the exception rather than the rule. The emergence of one national rather than many local party systems in a state has been explained using sociological and institutional theories.

Within the sociological perspective, Lipset and Rokkan [1967] emphasised the importance of social cleavages in the development of party competition and electoral behaviour in Western Europe. Caramani [2004], employing a similar socio-structural approach, has mapped out the emergence of party system nationalisation using a unique constituency level dataset that extends across many West European states following the emergence of competitive general elections with progressive extensions of the franchise. In contrast, the institutional explanation of party system nationalisation explores how electoral rules give incentives to parties and voters to coordinate [Cox 1997, 1999]. Voters and parties are seen to coordinate their party choices at the district and national levels [Chhibber and Kollman 1998, 2004; Samuels 2000; Hicken 2009].

Of course, the sociological and institutional explanations of party system nationalisation are not mutually exclusive. For example, social cleavages may reduce the incentives for parties and voters to coordinate at the constituency and national levels [Ferree 2010]. To date tests of the sociological and institutional explanations of party system nationalisation have been based on (1) analyses of aggregate (constituency) level data, and (2) examinations of single elections.

In this article we will relax these two assumptions. There will be an exploration of how individual voters’ behaviour, derived from an ecological inference analysis of aggregated election results, varies across a pair of elections that are known to exhibit high levels of party system nationalisation. The analyses presented demonstrate that high levels of party system nationalisation can be associated with non-uniform electoral swings arising from distinct regional vote switching patterns. Here the results of sub-constituency electoral data analyses will be presented. The motivation for such regional differences is presented using some insights from an influential vote switching model, namely, the Second Order Election Thesis. This model contends that voter turnout will be lower in ‘less important’ contests such as European Parliament elections because such ‘second-order’ contests do not result in a government. Moreover, in comparison to the most recent general election (larger) governing parties will lose support and (smaller) opposition parties will gain votes. The evidence presented in this article suggests that Caramani’s [2004: 39–40] contention that uniform electoral swings are associated with nationalisation and non-uniform swings stem from local factors is not always true.

This article is organised as follows. In the first section, there is an overview of the party system nationalisation literature with a special emphasis on measurement. In section two, the evidence illustrating party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic is presented. Thereafter, in the third section there is an explanation of how the analysis of party system nationalisation may be profitably
linked to the study of vote switching. In the fourth section there is an explanation of how the latent structure approach to ecological inference may be used to explore the link between party system nationalisation and the individual voter. The penultimate section presents the main results from the ecological inference analyses, and this is followed by some concluding remarks.

**Party system nationalisation: level of analysis**

The emergence of national party systems has often been associated with key features of the process of democratisation such as extension of the franchise [Cox 1997; Chhibber and Kollman 1998, 2004; Caramani 2004: 2, 7, 290, 299; Rokkan 1970: 277; Hicken 2009]. This process is generally long-term in nature and encompasses a wide range of other phenomena; and is characterised by a multiplicity of origins and consequences. In order to make the study of party system nationalisation tractable, research has most often focused on electoral outcomes derived from an analysis of constituency results.1

Even within this narrower conceptualisation there are identifiable streams of work. American scholars have tended to adopt an institutional orientation and have investigated the national and local components of voter turnout and party support across different types of elections and electoral systems [Morgernstern and Swindle 2005; Alemán and Kellam 2008]. Within Europe the emphasis has had a more macro-sociological and historical hue. Here the focus has been on explaining the degree to which local or regional voting is the product of value divisions within society combined with institutional differences [Caramani 2004; Tiemann 2005; Cox 1997; Chhibber and Kollman 2004; Ferree 2010].

Without getting into the details of the party system nationalisation literature one may reasonably argue that the most important feature of this field of research is that the level of analysis is almost always aggregate: there are few, if any, individual level explanations of political system nationalisation. This characteristic stems from the practical fact that the electoral data used to examine party system nationalisation occur at the constituency level; and such data are the only consistent source of voting information across time.2 The type of expla-

---

1 There is some debate about the merits of considering party system nationalisation a ‘process’ or an ‘outcome.’ On the one hand, Caramani’s [2004] work emphasises the process of political change since the 19th century, and makes frequent reference to Lipset and Rokkan [1967] which has a strong historical (process based) approach. On the other hand, the various measures of party system nationalisation are calculated using electoral outcomes [Bochsler 2010]. In sum, definition of what party system nationalisation is depends on whether one adopts a broad theoretical or narrow methodological perspective.

2 The undertaking of elections studies using mass surveys where there are data on electoral behaviour at the individual level are an invaluable resource to political science. Unfortunately, in many countries the number of election surveys is limited, and/or the questions
nation used tends to reflect a scholar’s preferences as to what best characterises party system nationalisation. Often, measures of this form of nationalisation tend to be indices or univariate statistics stemming from a data reduction procedure. A critical overview of the various measures used in this stream of research is given in Bochsler [2010].

The central advantage of using electoral data is that they facilitate making comparison across both space and time where there is greater institutional, social, economic, and historical variation, thus providing increased leverage in exploring causation. The key disadvantage of aggregate level explanations is that important details are destroyed in the process of data aggregation. Moreover, patterns evident at an aggregate level may potentially stem from many different relationships present at lower (e.g. individual) levels of analysis. Consequently, it is not always clear why party system nationalisation is higher in one state rather than another because the indices reported are national level statistics.

In this respect, it is important to note that the party system nationalisation measures used by Caramani [2004] and others have an important characteristic – they are scale variant. This means that if the degree of homogeneity of a party’s electoral support is estimated using a small number of units such as regional collections of constituencies this will yield a higher nationalisation score than if sub-constituency district level data were used with perhaps hundreds, or even thousands of units (see Bochsler [2010], who outlines a correction for this problem).

In practical terms this means that it is not clear what is the appropriate level of analysis [O’Laughlin 2003: 32]. This is one facet of a more general issue known as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP). One might reasonably argue that as constituencies are the lowest politically relevant unit, political system nationalisation scores should be estimated from data at this level. From an election outcome perspective this makes sense, as it is constituency results that determine which parties enter government. However, the construction of constituency boundaries is rarely a neutral process due to partisan considerations. In fact, another facet of MAUP is that if constituency boundaries were redrawn and the data re-analysed political system nationalisation scores would exhibit greater variation. This occurs for statistical reasons. As the number of units examined increases the level of observed variance also grows. This is because with larger numbers of units there is a greater likelihood of observing very small or very large values, and this will result in greater variation.

For this reason, one could argue that sub-constituency data has the advantage of facilitating analysis beyond the constraints imposed by electoral boundaries for individual voters. This is because aggregating individual vote choices to asked in a series of post-election surveys are not always comparable. In addition, survey based estimates of voting behaviour are often biased due to respondents giving inaccurate answers. For these reasons, aggregated election results represent one of the few sources of consistent and accurate information about electoral behaviour across time.
the constituency level may be one reason why party support appears so similar across a state. It could be that at the individual level the homogeneity of party support is considerably different. Therefore, by changing the unit of analysis it should be possible to see if constituency boundaries are the source of the high party system nationalisation scores observed.

In summary, the analysis of electoral data derived from geographical units requires careful consideration. Failure to recognise the impact of the unit of analysis employed on the estimation of party nationalisation statistics is likely to lead to invalid inferences. In the next section there will be a presentation of evidence illustrating the presence of party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic.

**Party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic**

Measures of the nationalisation of the political system tend to focus on distinct facets of electoral behaviour such as: (1) party competition, (2) territorial coverage by parties, (3) differences in party support at the regional and national levels, (4) heterogeneity of vote distribution, or (5) party aggregation effects for the entire party system, where the number of parties at the constituency and national levels are compared [see Stokes 1967; Cox 1997: 181; Jones and Mainwaring 2003; Caramani 2004: 58–70; Chhibber and Kollman 2004: 164–178; Morgernstern and Pothoff 2005; Hicken 2009: 98–115]. Each of these measures has limitations.

However, a heterogeneity measure using a Gini coefficient estimator appears to suffer least from methodological problems such as differences in party size. The Gini coefficient captures the extent to which party support varies across all constituencies. If party system nationalisation is high, then the Gini coefficient measure will reflect that political parties obtain very similar levels of support across all constituencies. As a measure of nationalisation, the inverted Gini coefficient (1 minus Gini coefficient) is used. It measures the similarity of party support across all constituencies where high values indicate a greater degree of party system nationalisation. The inverted Gini coefficient has desirable statistical properties such as mean and population size independence and symmetry. Furthermore, the inverted Gini coefficient has a fixed range (0–1), and is directly comparable across both space (countries) and time. In order to correct for methodological artefacts caused by different number of units, Bochsler [2010] has proposed a new ‘standardised party nationalisation score’ using a modified Gini coefficient estimator. A weighted Gini measure is estimated here in order to take account of the fact that parties have different numbers of voters across constituencies.

Turning our attention to trends in party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic since 1990, the trend evident in Table 1 suggests continuity in terms of party support and change with regard to voter turnout. More specifically, the inverted Gini coefficient estimates of the homogeneity of party support across all
Table 1. Party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ČSSD</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSČM</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDU-ČSL</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSD-SMS</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR-RSČ / RMS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US / US-DEU</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voter turnout</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean total score</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: The estimates are ‘inverted’ Gini coefficients of party support weighted according to the size of the unit of analysis for all Lower Chamber Elections (or General Elections, GE) and European Parliament elections (EP) since 1990 within the Czech Republic. The units of analysis are electoral constituencies (1990–1998, N=8; 2002–2009, N=14). These units are not constituencies for EP elections as the whole country is a single constituency. When smaller units are used instead of constituencies (76 counties + 15 Prague units, N=91; or counties divided into urban and rural areas + 15 Prague units, N=159), the results are on average lower by .02. KDU-ČSL and US-DEU ran in 2002 as an electoral coalition under the name Koalice (these figures are in the KDU-ČSL row). The mean total score is the arithmetic mean for all parties and voter turnout, and provides an overall measure of party system nationalisation.

Legend: OF: Civic Forum (umbrella movement); ODS: Civic Democrats (rightist); ČSSD: Social Democrats (leftist); KSČM: Communist Party (extreme left); KDU-ČSL: Christian Democrats (centre-right); SZ: Green Party (centre-right); HSD-SMS: Republican Parties (nationalist); ODA/US-DEU: Union of Freedom (rightist).

constituencies reveal that the Czech party system is quite strongly nationalised. Moreover, party system nationalisation has been evident since the first post-communist elections of 1990.

The evidence presented in Table 1 reveals a key feature of Czech political parties: they do not have especially strong regional (constituency-based) heartlands. In addition, one might argue that these party system nationalisation meas-
ures provide evidence of a ‘national political culture’ where party competition is essentially the same right across the Czech Republic. Also, the fact that the inverted Gini coefficients for the European Parliament Elections of 2004 and 2009 exhibit similar values to the adjacent Chamber Elections in 2002 and 2006 would seem to underscore the robustness of party system nationalisation in the Czech Republic.3

Having examined global measures of party system nationalisation for each of the main parties across six chamber elections, the focus will now shift towards the nature of swings in electoral support across elections – another central theme within the party system nationalisation literature. Within recent Czech electoral history the change in voter turnout and party support witnessed for the general election of 2002 and the European election of 2004 was quite pronounced. Electoral participation more than halved (a drop from 65% to 28%) and support for the main incumbent party, the Czech Social Democrats (ČSSD), collapsed to a quarter of its previous level, i.e. fell from 33% to 8%. Given these dramatic changes in electoral behaviour across a two-year period it would seem that the power of the nationalisation process is quite remarkable, as the inverted Gini coefficients, presented in Table 1, for both elections are almost the same.4

In this article, vote switching between a general election and a European election will be used as a case study of what dynamics underpin the electoral swings that are part and parcel of a nationalised party system. Discussion of vote switching across elections in terms of party system nationalisation, as conceptualised by Caramani [2004], involves consideration of what defines this process.

Party system nationalisation and vote switching

A central feature of the American or Michigan Voter Model is the inherent stability of electoral competition in the United States. In a seminal study, it was argued that voting behaviour in America in the late 1950s was mainly determined by the presence or absence of a long-term psychological attachment to a specific party deriving from socialisation processes originating in the family [Campbell et al. 1960]. For this reason, voting and politics more generally tend to be characterised by stability rather than change.

3 An alternative method of assessing the degree of territorial clustering of party support in the Czech Republic is to use a measure of spatial autocorrelation such as Moran’s I. Kouba [2007] reports some evidence of spatial effects, however, sociological variables are shown to have the greatest impact on explaining variation in party choice in the Czech Republic between 1990 and 2006.

4 Alternative measures of party system nationalisation are not presented here because of space constraints. The focus of this article is on exploring the individual-level foundations of a ‘standard’ party system nationalisation measure. A comparison of different party system nationalisation measures is given in Bochsler [2010].
The search for what makes a polity stable on the basis of a national voting pattern, rather than being fragmented into regional party strongholds, led key designers of the American Voter Model such as Campbell et al. [1960], Converse [1966], and Stokes [1967] to develop a set of influential models of vote switching behaviour using aggregate data. However, Caramani [2004: 39–43] has argued that the exploration of party system nationalisation in terms of vote switching behaviour is not a productive research strategy. More will be said on this point below.

Uniform vote swings and party system nationalisation

If a party system is nationalised then it will consistently exhibit homogeneous levels of party support across consecutive elections. However, elections do differ on the basis of voter turnout and party support. This raises the question: What is the relationship between vote swings and party system nationalisation? Caramani [2004] answers this question by arguing that high levels of party system nationalisation are associated with uniform electoral swings. Thus, elections will differ on the basis of turnout and party support, but these differences occur in equal measure across all constituencies because there is a uniform electoral swing. In contrast, non-uniform swings ‘are assumed to be determined exclusively by local factors and therefore do not lead to nationalisation.’ In this respect, it is argued regional voting patterns ‘can be explained only through the presence of forces exerting an influence at the regional or local level.’

In essence, Caramani [2004: 40] argues that if a pair of elections exhibit high levels of party system nationalisation then vote switching across such elections will be ‘more or less’ homogeneous. However, attempts to locate the source of such uniform electoral swings at the local or national levels have generally been unsuccessful for technical reasons. Consequently, Caramani concluded (a) that the source of uniform vote swings must be ‘more or less homogeneously distributed across regions’, and (b) it is better for researchers to focus on identifying the sources of stability that yield high levels of party system nationalisation rather than why voter turnout and party support varies across elections.

Therefore, in the absence of compelling empirical evidence Carmani assumes that high levels of party system nationalisation across elections are associated with uniform vote swings. This article tests this assumption by getting around previous technical limitations where the sources of uniform and non-uniform electoral swings are explored at the level of the individual voter through use of ecological inference estimates. Of course, not all elections are the same, and it is important when studying vote switching to make some comments regarding electoral behaviour in different types of elections.
Vote switching and different election types

One of the main features of the classical theories of vote switching is that political stability is judged in terms of a ‘normal’ vote based on long-term criteria that is in turn typically associated with national factors. In almost all cases vote switching is defined as deviation from a true nationalised voting pattern in different types of elections. The mechanisms underpinning vote switching are seen to be numerous. It is, therefore, difficult to determine if the dynamics of electoral change are uniform across the electorate (and hence nationalised according to Caramani [2004]) with aggregate data.

It is important at this point to briefly explain why Caramani [2004: 35–39] is sceptical of examining party system nationalisation using influential vote-switching models such as variance-components analysis that employ aggregate data. Two central questions are addressed in any variance-components analysis of party system nationalisation. First, what are the sources of the forces influencing voting behaviour and are they located at the local or national level? Second, are voters more strongly influenced by factors located at the local or national levels? An analysis of variance model of data from a series of elections are used to estimate the variation in voting behaviour stemming from local or national sources in the mean vote observed in a ‘typical’ local electoral district.

With a variance-components analysis, the electoral swings in turnout and party support observed, regardless of their source, may be uniform (i.e. the same across the country) or non-uniform where there are localised differences. Where non-uniform vote swings exist, use of a variance-components model is problematic. This is because it is not possible for technical reasons to determine if the source of non-uniform swings originates at the local or national level [Claggett, Flanigan and Zingale 1984: 83–84]. Moreover, use of the variance-components methodology with data from different types of election is most likely to uncover non-uniform electoral swings as the forces (local or national) influencing voting in different contests are not likely to be the same [see Vertz, Frandeis and Gibson 1987]. This implies, as Caramani [2004: 39] argues, that individual level survey data rather than aggregate electoral statistics should be used to identify the sources of party system nationalisation when exploring non-uniform vote switching patterns.

However, as will be discussed below, using an ecological inference approach facilitates getting around methodological problems associated with making inferences using aggregate electoral results. Taking to heart the criticism made by Caramani [2004] against variance-components (vote switching) explanations of party system nationalisation, the focus here is on net electoral flows rather than

---

5 With uniform party switching the variance-components model is a useful approach. This is because this model of party system nationalisation is able to distinguish between ‘national’ (evident in uniform vote switching) and ‘local’ (non-uniform electoral swings) voting effects.
the source of electoral change. Moreover, the latent structure approach to ecological inference demonstrates that much more information may be derived from sub-national electoral data than the construction of summary statistics at the national level; and this facilitates telling a more detailed story as to how party system nationalisation evolves within states.

The strong emphasis in Caramani’s [2004] work on the importance of cleavages in society determining voting patterns is the same perspective used by Thomsen [1987] to model vote switching. This line of thinking was extended in Thomsen’s [1998] ‘model of the direct national effect on local elections.’ Here vote switching is seen to be a manifest indicator of change in party image and hence in the level of psychological attachment (a latent measure) across levels of governance. The key dynamic in this model is a feedback mechanism, which is essentially a nationalisation force that attenuates differences in electoral behaviour across different election types over time.

Such work demonstrates the merits of studying party system nationalisation using (1) homogeneity of party support measures such as the inverted Gini coefficient, and (2) vote-switching patterns across pairs of elections derived from ecological inference analysis. One could argue that Caramani’s [2004] key misgivings about using vote switching to explore party system nationalisation are both empirical and theoretical in nature. His reticence draws attention to a central question: If party system nationalisation is an important social phenomenon what type of vote switching patterns should be observed, and why? Within this article we will take as a case study vote switching across national and European elections. This is because the election results suggest that these contests are treated very differently by voters, and there is consequently considerable scope for studying vote switching.6

Therefore, in the following sections vote switching between the 2002 general election and subsequent European election in 2004 in the Czech Republic will be examined as a means of exploring the individual-level basis of party system nationalisation.

Ecological inference and party system nationalisation

The act of voting is primarily an individual-level phenomenon. Consequently, the usefulness of providing explanations of electoral behaviour for whole national electorates is limited if it does not address what individual level motivations de-

---

6 This approach is consonant with the Second Order Election Thesis outlined briefly in the introduction. SOET is currently the most influential explanation of vote switching in this context [Reif and Schmitt 1980; Reif 1984; van der Eijk and Franklin 1996; Carrubba and Timpone 2005]. This perspective has been criticised by Blondel, Svensson and Sinnott [1998] and Manow [2005].
termine total electoral phenomena such as party system nationalisation. Explanations of party system nationalisation are generally aggregate-level accounts of electoral behaviour and do not address directly the question of how the actions of individual voters may yield remarkably consistent levels of party support across all constituencies and across many elections. If actual individual level voting data were available it would be possible to examine how the aggregation of single votes results in a nationalised pattern of party support. In the absence of such data due to the secrecy of the ballot there is the temptation to simply infer individual-level motivations from district level election results.

Transposing aggregate-level patterns of voting behaviour to the individual level through a simple process of correlation of aggregate units is problematic and is known as the ‘ecological inference fallacy’ [King 1997]. For this reason, macro-sociological explanations of party system nationalisation cannot be simply imputed to the level of the citizen. In order to make valid inferences at the individual level from district level electoral data, it is necessary to specify how the actions of single voters yield the constituency-level patterns observed.

A central feature of Caramani’s [2004] account of party system nationalisation in Western Europe is that changes in electoral behaviour across a pair of adjacent elections may be reasonably assumed to occur through a uniform electoral swing. In this study, the assumption that high levels of party system nationalisation are associated with uniform electoral swings will be examined using an ecological inference that is currently the best means of estimating individual vote switching using aggregated data [Park 2008: 42, 76–77, 116].

The method of ecological inference we are going to use (Thomsen’s latent structure approach) is explicitly designed to explore vote switching in a multi-party environment such as the Czech Republic using district level electoral data [Thomsen 1987, 1991]. Here patterns evident in aggregated electoral data are used to make inferences about individual-level vote choices. Moreover, it is assumed that the vote-switching patterns observed result from a set of latent factors such as those proposed by Caramani [2004], i.e. cleavages associated with economic left-right orientation, divisions based on social class, religion, etc. In addition, it is expected that party choice in both national and European elections is largely driven by the same (left-right) motivations. Therefore, the determinants of party choice and turnout are inherent within the voting switching patterns; and are thus not directly observed.

It is now appropriate to outline in an informal manner the ecological inference estimator used in this study. The mathematical details of the latent structure approach are described in Thomsen [1987, 1999] and are not presented here in order to keep the discussion within reasonable bounds [see also Park 2008: 31–38, 53–55].
Ecological inference using a latent structure approach

Party choice in elections may be viewed as being a product of the degree to which a citizen feels some sense of attachment to a particular political party. In this situation, the percentage vote received by a specific party in each electoral district is explained in terms of the propensity of voters to support parties in a consistent manner across time.

Consequently, the loyalty and defection rates observed across aggregated units such as districts and constituencies are determined by the unobserved level of partisanship, i.e. a long-term emotional attachment to a particular party, among citizens. In many countries such as the Czech Republic, the level of party attachment is the most powerful predictor of vote choice at the individual level [Linek and Lyons 2007: 196; Lebeda et al. 2007: 208; Linek 2009]. Such unobserved partisanship is evident in the level of party support observed in elections.

Treating aggregated electoral data as indicators of a latent partisanship suggests that Principal Components Analysis (PCA, often also called ‘factor analysis’) is a useful procedure for building an ecological inference model of vote switching across a series of elections. Here the PCA ecological models represent partisanship in terms of the loyalty or defection rates across two or more elections, while the factor itself represents the level of psychological attachment to a party, or partisanship, at the district level.

Substantively, it makes sense to model electoral transition rates in a manner where past vote choice helps determine subsequent electoral behaviour [Achen and Shively 1995: 167–168]. One disadvantage of using ecological factor analysis across a series of elections is that the structure of electoral behaviour remains the same across time. In short, ecological factor analysis assumes stability within the electorate. Quite obviously, electoral change is also important and in order to study the dynamics of party support across elections a pooled regression model is more appropriate.

It is important at this point to outline in a brief and informal manner the logic of a latent structure approach to ecological inference. Here a general factor analytic modelling setup is employed. To keep matters simple let us consider a two-party system where everyone votes. A factor analysis of such a system may be represented informally with the simple model shown in Figure 2. The top part of this figure represents what is observed and the bottom illustrates the analytical (latent factor analysis) perspective adopted in this article.

The term ‘Vote for a party’ refers to the proportion of the vote obtained by one of the parties in a constituency for a specific election. Thus, according to our simple model, vote for party 1 is the sum of observed partisan loyalty and defection from party 2. Party loyalty and defection are interpreted here as observed measures of the level of long-term psychological attachment (in a constituency or electoral district) to a party, and represents something like a ‘standing decision’.

This attachment to a party is not directly observable in official election statistics. It is in fact a latent variable that is known from election studies based on
mass survey data to strongly determine vote choice across many different elections. Of course, party loyalty and defection rates are not perfect predictors of vote choice and so this simple model will have error. Here the error is assumed to have a mean of zero and is uncorrelated with the vote for party 1 (the dependent variable). These are important statistical assumptions necessary for estimating a factor analysis (PCA) model.

This model may be estimated using a standard PCA methodology and its interpretation at the individual level is straightforward where, as noted earlier, (1) the factor loadings measure loyalty to, or defection from, a party and (2) the factor scores represent partisanship within the district. In summary, vote for a party in a current election is equal to the net flow of votes across elections plus the general level of party attachment within the district [Achen and Shively 1995: 173–174].

Using ecological factor analysis in this manner yields estimates of party attachment transition rates rather than the substantively more interesting voter transition rates. However, it is possible to calculate voter transition rates from party attachment transition estimates. It should be noted that this approach assumes that party attachment is dichotomous in nature, i.e. a voter feels attached to a party or they do not. This is an unrealistic assumption. Fortunately, the latent structure model of ecological inference may be extended to treating partisanship as a continuous variable ranging from very strong, to strong, to medium, to weak, to none at all.

Turning for a moment to some important technical details, if it is assumed that the probability distribution of voting for a single party in any district is normal (Gaussian), then the estimates derived from an ecological factor analysis model of party support (i.e. proportions transformed to a probit or logit scale) are correlated. Therefore, the observed vote proportions are simply a division (determined by the number of parties examined plus the decision not to vote) of

---

### Figure 1. Latent structure approach to ecological inference to modelling vote switching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vote for party 1</th>
<th>=</th>
<th>Loyalty among party 1’s identifiers</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>Gains made by party 1 through defection from party 2</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latent factor:</td>
<td></td>
<td>party attachment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Factor score 1: partisan loyalty</td>
<td></td>
<td>Factor score 2: partisan defection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This is a simplified linear regression model representation of the logic of employing official election statistics to make party switching estimates across a number of elections. The first row denotes the model and the bottom row the substantive interpretation.
each of these normal distributions. In statistics, the correlation between normal
distributions is well understood and is known as tetrachoric correlation. Using
tetrachoric correlation it is possible to employ the concept of a continuous under-
lying party attachment to estimate voter transition rates.

In summary, the latent approach to ecological inference argues that if party
choice is primarily determined by the level of psychological attachment to a party
that in turn is typically associated with structural cleavages such as class, religion,
and urban/rural [Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Caramani 2004]; then it is possible to
simplify the relationship between voting patterns at the aggregate and individual
levels by making two assumptions that make model estimation tractable. These
assumptions are: (a) the determinants of vote choice at the individual and aggre-
gate levels are the same, i.e. there is isomorphism, and (b) the variation explained
by the latent party attachment factor has a similarly high value at the individual
and aggregate levels yielding a high variance ratio.

The assumption of isomorphism means that the same latent dimensions that
describe the variations across individuals within each electoral district should
also describe the variation across homogenous political regions within a state.
This is more likely for small areas like local districts than for larger areas like
constituencies/regions. It is also more likely within functionally homogeneous
regions that are defined in terms of specific cleavage structures such as left-right.
In such politically homogeneous regions constant model parameter values across
all individuals may be assumed.

The key point here is that it is possible to use district-level election results
to make estimates of vote switching at the level of the individual voter if certain
assumptions (i.e. isomorphism and a high variance ratio) are made and shown to
be valid. A central consideration here is identifying clusters of electoral districts
that exhibit the same voting patterns that are indicative of localised ‘political cul-
tures’. Identification of local political cultures from district level electoral data is
achieved using a data reduction technique such as hierarchical cluster analysis.

The validity of such assumptions is often context specific implying that a
good estimation strategy in one situation may be inappropriate in another. Fortu-
nately, Thomsen’s [1987, 1998] latent structure approach to vote switching match-
es closely in theoretical terms with Caramani’s [2004] conceptualisation of party
system nationalisation; thereby strengthening our confidence in the applicability
of this form of ecological inference to our research question.

Data and analysis

The research strategy adopted in this article involves integrating the dynamics of
vote switching across a pair of elections that exhibit similar levels of party system
nationalisation. The essential features of this research strategy are presented in
Figure 2. The upper part of Figure 2 outlines the logic of how an analysis of vote
### Figure 2. Overview of party system nationalisation measurement and analysis of vote switching across a pair of elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of analysis</th>
<th>Election t₁</th>
<th>Vote switching t₁–t₂</th>
<th>Election t₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td>Voter t₁</td>
<td>⇒ Unknown, values estimated using ecological inference method</td>
<td>⇒ Voter t₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aggregation</strong></td>
<td>Constituency t₁</td>
<td>⇒ Homogeneous political regions used to estimate vote switching at individual level*</td>
<td>Constituency t₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
<td>Total t₁</td>
<td>⇒ National vote switching estimates</td>
<td>⇒ Total t₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Concept**
- Party system nationalisation t₁
- National electoral swing**
- Party system nationalisation t₂

**Methodology**
- **Mechanism**
  - Proportion of vote won by each party is the same across all constituencies#
  - Vote switching may be the same across all regions, or may be region specific##
  - Proportion of vote won by each party is the same across all constituencies#

- **Type of analysis**
  - Static, measure is for one election
  - Dynamic, vote choice across a pair of elections
  - Static, measure is for one election

- **Unit of analysis**
  - Constituency
  - Individual voter
  - Constituency

- **Measure**
  - State level (Inverted Gini coefficient t₁)
  - Individual vote switching estimates
  - State level (Inverted Gini coefficient t₂)

**Source**: Authors’ review of the theory and methodology of party system nationalisation and use of latent structure ecological inference to examine vote switching.

**Notes**: The black vertical arrows pointing downwards indicate the data aggregation process where individual votes are summed to the constituency level, and thereafter constituency results are aggregated to yield national electoral results. The white horizontal arrows illustrate that the mechanism(s) underpinning party system nationalisation operate across elections and will be evident in vote switching patterns.

* Homogenous political regions (or distinct sub-national political cultures) are derived from a cluster analysis of electoral results of sub-constituency units.

** Observed changes at the aggregate level in voter turnout and party across two consecutive elections (t₁–t₂). This official data stems from vote switching by individual electors that are not directly observed but may be inferred using an ecological inference estimator.

# Absolute level of turnout and party support is election specific.

## The party system nationalisation literature does not specify if vote switching between pairs of elections follows (a) a uniform national pattern, or (b) exhibits inter-constituency / regional differences.
switching between a pair of elections can provide information about the relationship between party system nationalisation and the voter. It is important to note here that party system nationalisation measures are estimated using constituency level data (N=8/14), while estimates of vote switching at the level of the individual voter were derived from district electoral data (N=159) that have been aggregated to four regions on the basis of cluster analysis.

The bottom part of Figure 2 contrasts the methodological features of measuring party system nationalisation for two elections and the individual vote switching dynamics that link these two national contests. The essential point here is that aggregated vote data which have been clustered into regions that exhibit a common ‘political culture’ may be used to estimate vote-switching patterns at the level of the individual voter. This ecological inference procedure is the basis for studying the link between party system nationalisation and the voter, which is the central goal of this research.

The latent structure approach to ecological inference is based on having stable sub-national units where aggregated electoral data are available for a pair of elections. In the Czech Republic, data were assembled from the official electoral sources of results from 159 geographical units (i.e. all counties which were divided into urban and rural areas) for the 2002 general election and 2004 European elections. As noted in the last section, one of the key assumptions of the latent structure approach to ecological inference is the identification of homogeneous geographic areas where the factors underlying electoral behaviour can be reasonably inferred to be the same.

**Identification of local political cultures**

As noted above, in order to identify these homogeneous electoral regions a hierarchical cluster analysis of district level electoral results in the Czech Republic was performed. Election results for nine parties that won seats in the 2002 Chamber Elections or the 2004 European Elections plus voter turnout in both elections were analysed. The electoral data were then subjected to a hierarchical cluster analysis using: (a) ‘block distance’ because it is less affected by outliers in the data and yields more robust solutions, and (b) ‘within-group linkage’ to ensure that the clusters are as internally homogeneous as possible. A number of cluster solutions (one to five clusters) were examined and the resulting vote switching matrices were cross-validated with survey estimates.

---

7 The regional (kraje) division of the Czech Republic increased from 8 to 14 units in 2001. This change coincided with reform of local and regional government.

8 A comparison was made with estimates from an exit poll and an academic post-election survey. This cross-validation revealed that the ecological inference estimates are reasonable. Some details are given in the next sub-section. For more information see Linek and Lyons [2007] and Lyons [2008].
This analysis combined with additional contextual information suggested that a four-cluster solution was most appropriate. Figure 3 shows the geographical distribution of the four local political cultures identified: (1) Bohemia and urban Moravia, (2) Rural Moravia, (3) Prague, and (4) Northwest Bohemian borderlands. The cluster analysis does not produce results that are definitive in terms of matching with expert evaluations. This is because the cluster analysis employs purely statistical criteria to find homogeneous regions of ‘political culture’.

Moreover, this statistical classification only uses the voting patterns for two consecutive elections to do this task. Unsurprisingly, the classification of 159 units yields some unexpected groupings. The goal of this analysis is not to produce an accurate socio-political map of the Czech Republic, but to create reasonably homogeneous regions characterised by a ‘local political culture’ in order to estimate vote-switching patterns using Thomsen’s [1987] ecological inference methodology. In sum, the cluster labels used here are used here in a heuristic manner and should not be interpreted as being definitive.
Therefore, the political geography ‘misclassifications’ evident in Figure 3 (e.g. Prague cluster includes cities Liberec and Jablonec nad Nisou) do not form a core element in the argument presented. A similar analysis using vote switching between the 2002 and 2006 general elections exhibits exactly the same pattern demonstrating that this regional structure is a stable one. In short, the results of the cluster analysis shown in Figure 3 may be interpreted as demonstrating the importance of socio-historical background. This is a feature that is emphasised in Caramani’s [2004] account of party system nationalisation. One of the key implications of the clustered pattern evident in Figure 3 is that highly nationalised party systems such as the Czech Republic can exhibit localised political cultures that have a strong territorial basis.

In the next sub-section, the results of an ecological inference analysis of vote switching between the general election of 2002 and the European election of 2004 will be presented. It is important to stress that these estimates represent the behaviour of individual voters. Discussion of individual vote-switching behaviour will be restricted to the flow of support between government and opposition parties, and changes in voter turnout in order to keep the presentation to a reasonable length.

**Vote switching between parties and abstention**

Before presenting the ecological inference estimates of vote switching a brief comment on the validity of these results is warranted. The ecological inference estimates were compared with the results of two mass surveys using a standard measure called the Duncan Dissimilarity Index. This index is essentially a means of comparing two vote-switching tables. The differences in the cells across the two tables are added together and thereafter a mean difference is estimated. This represents the average (or total) difference in vote switching estimates between the two tables examined. Estimation of the Duncan Dissimilarity Index reveals that the ecological inference estimates are very similar to the survey measures of vote switching between 2002 and 2004. In fact, the mean differences between the two surveys and the ecological inference results were less than one percent (0.28 and 0.56%). To put this in perspective, the mean difference in vote-switching estimates for the two surveys examined was of a similar magnitude (0.56%). In short, our cross-validation exercise reveals that the ecological inference estimates are reasonable.

One of the central concerns in the study of elections is the success of large (and often governing) parties in maintaining their electoral support. Swings away from the government to the opposition are often used by electoral commentators to evaluate incumbent parties’ performance.9 In addition, changing levels of voter

---

9 Governing parties (ČSSD, KDU-ČSL and US-DEU) are defined here as those who were in office when the elections to the European Parliament took place on 11–12 June 2004.
turnout are often interpreted as indicators of popular attitudes toward the political class and the system of governance.

The ecological inference results shown in Figure 4(a) show that more than half (54%) of those who voted for opposition parties in 2002 (ODS, KSČM) decided not to vote in 2004, while 43% remained loyal and less than one-in-twenty (3%) switched to government parties. Turning our attention now to incumbent government parties (ČSSD, KDU-ČSL, US-DEU) we find that the pattern of vote switching was more diverse.

All other parties in the (lower) Chamber of Deputies are considered to constitute the ‘opposition’ (ODS, KSČM).

It is important to note that unlike the standard measures of party system nationalisation such as the inverted Gini coefficient, the ecological vote-switching coefficients reported in Figure 4 are ‘estimates’ and not ‘measures’. The vote switching values are based on statistical inference and are not measured with certainty. Park [2008: 63–65] demonstrates how it is possible to calculate standard errors using bootstrapping for the Thomsen estimator. Standard errors are not shown as they do not affect the substantive argument presented.
If we take each of the strategies open to voters, we observe in Figure 4(b) considerable regional variation. For example, 45% of government party supporters in Prague switched to opposition parties in 2004. This form of party switching in Prague was more than twice the national rate, i.e. 18%. Differential rates of abstention for government party switchers also exhibit strong regional differences. Figure 4(c) reveals that in Northwest Bohemia 81% of the electorate did not vote, while in Prague the abstention rate was considerably lower (47%). Voters living in Rural Moravia, as shown in Figure 4(a), were unique in their relatively high level of party loyalty (i.e. one-in-five) in comparison to other regions where party loyalty varied between 9% and 12%.

Overall, the evidence presented in Figure 4(a–c) demonstrates that there are important regional differences in individual-level vote-switching behaviour across general and European elections in the Czech Republic. The ecological inference estimates reveal three key differences. First, the typical voter residing in Rural Moravia as noted above exhibited a relatively high level of government loyalty (20% vs. 13% at the national level). Second, the average voter living in Prague had a comparatively high level of switching from government to opposition parties when compared to the national rate (45% vs. 18%). Lastly, the Prague-based

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Bohemia</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Moravia</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohemia ab. Moravia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Election Statistics, Czech Statistical Office (http://www.volby.cz/).

Notes: The data are ecological inference estimates derived from the official elections results. The estimates in this figure indicate how many voters voted for government parties in 2002 and supported an opposition party in 2004. In this figure within Prague one observes that 45% of the voters for government parties in 2002 voted for an opposition party in 2004; while 4% voted for an opposition party in 2002 and supported a government party in 2004.
voter had a much lower level of differential abstention among government party voters than the rest of the country (47% vs. 69%). These three regional differences demonstrate at the level of the individual voter that it is possible to have a consistently high level of party system nationalisation and also have non-uniform electoral swings.

Such evidence suggests that Caramani’s [2004: 39–40] view that party system nationalisation is primarily associated with uniform electoral swings is not always the case. Moreover, Caramani’s criticism that variance-components models of non-uniform vote switching cannot locate the sources of these swings does not apply to ecological inference models. This is because the source of vote switching is the individual voter. Here non-uniform vote swings are associated with individual voters who live in different territorial regions that exhibit a local political culture.

Notes: The data are ecological inference estimates derived from the official elections results. The estimates shown in this figure indicate the rate of abstention for voters in the 2002 and 2004 elections. For example, 69% of those who voted for the government in 2002 did not vote in 2004 across the Czech Republic. A little more than half (54%) of those who did not vote in 2002 also did not vote in 2004. A salient feature of this figure is the pattern evident in Prague is unique. In Prague, the rate of consistent abstention (54%) in 2002 and 2004 was greater than the abstention among government supporters (47%). Elsewhere the converse is observed.
Conclusion

The aggregate electoral evidence for the Czech Republic (1990–2009) reveals that the Czech party system is one of the most nationalised in Central and Eastern Europe [Bochsler 2010: 165]. The inverted Gini coefficient measures of party system nationalisation suggest that the same forces of political stability operate across all elections. At first glance, this is a puzzling finding because different types of elections exhibit very different levels of voter turnout and party support. This is especially evident when comparing general and European election results.

Caramani [2004] and others have argued that a highly nationalised party system is compatible with considerable variations in electoral behaviour across elections. This is because the inter-election differences in participation and party choice do not exhibit systematic regional patterns. In short, localised vote switching evident across pairs of elections are randomly distributed across all constituencies. As a result, net electoral swings at the national level are uniform in nature and party nationalisation statistics do not change from election to election.

Within this article we have tested Caramani’s [2004: 39–40] assumption that party system nationalisation is primarily associated with uniform vote-switching patterns. Rather than using a variance-components estimator where the goal is to decompose electoral swings into local and national components, this study has used an ecological inference approach to estimate vote switching at the individual level. This methodology avoids the difficulties identified by Caramani regarding identification of the sources of vote switching.

Using the Czech Republic as a typical example of a nationalised party system where there are large differences in the electoral behaviour observed in general and European elections, this study demonstrates that party system nationalisation is not always associated with uniform vote switching patterns. This finding is substantively important because it shows that all voters in nationalised party systems do not evaluate electoral choices in the same manner.

By exploring the territorial features of vote switching behaviour the evidence presented demonstrates that party system nationalisation should not be equated with a homogeneous electorate who exhibit uniform vote switching behaviour. This research also reveals that country wide measures of party system nationalisation should not be interpreted as showing that regional voting patterns are unimportant in understanding the dynamics of electoral choice. Moreover, the use of ecological inference methods for studying uniform and non-uniform vote switching open up many opportunities for improving our understanding of how individual vote choices within a specific local context contribute to highly nationalised party systems.

The approach presented in this study should be extended in future work to test rival causal explanations of (uniform and non-uniform) vote switching and to examine a greater number of elections. Future work should also investigate if the underlying partisan bases of party system nationalisation vary consistently
across pairs of different election types (i.e. general-European elections; general-regional elections; regional-European elections, etc.). Looking beyond single country studies such as the Czech Republic, future research should evaluate the degree to which different institutional contexts such as electoral system type influence party system nationalisation through uniform and non-uniform vote switching behaviour.
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